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We Always Work To GiveWe Always Work To GiveWe Always Work To Give
Better ResultsBetter ResultsBetter Results



OUR HIISTORY
Global Marine Survey

Algeria  
is an independent

inspection company,
established in Algeria

since 1994, it acts in all
Algerian ports and

provides a complete
range of inspection,
quality control and
consulting services.

We understand thatWe understand thatWe understand that
you need to be whereyou need to be whereyou need to be where

the business is.the business is.the business is.
No matter where inNo matter where inNo matter where in
the world you are,the world you are,the world you are,
you can rely uponyou can rely uponyou can rely upon
the same consistentthe same consistentthe same consistent

and meticulousand meticulousand meticulous
findings whetherfindings whetherfindings whether

that be in thethat be in thethat be in the
confines of theconfines of theconfines of the

laboratory or thelaboratory or thelaboratory or the
unforgiving fieldunforgiving fieldunforgiving field

environment.environment.environment.



GMSA surveyors use industry-accepted sampling
techniques to perform independent

measurements and assurance that the required
product specifications have been attained. All

backed up by the relevant national/international
standards certification you need

CARGO INSPECTION & TESTING

Our expertise and
experience is

something that as
a company nurture

and preserve.
We have a wealth

of information that
we draw upon to

guarantee the
quality and

reliability of our
services.

OUR SERVICESEXPERIENCE 
OUR EXPERTISE



We can offer a dedicated survey to
verify onboard the vessel the Onboard

Quanitty of fuel, lubes and sludges.
During this survey special attention is

given to adjustements in vessel piping,
verify sounding tables.

All findings are reported in a
comprehensive report.

GMSA surveyors have
experience in a broad range

of disciplines. 
They can advise and conduct
inspections into a number of
areas to assist with insurance

and damage claims.

ONBOARD QUANTITY SURVEY

H&M / TECHNICAL SURVEYS



We can attend any type of ship, 
 tanker, bulk-carrier, container-ships,

ferry, ro-ro, car-carriers, livestock
vessels, etc., to carry out pre-

purchase inspection in order to 
 asses the condition of the ship prior

to be purchased.
We carry out ship pre-purchase
inspections on behalf of buyers,

appointed by a wide range of
companies.

PRE-PURCHASE INSPECTION

In case of any marine accident
involving a ship, on request, GMSA in
a prompt and appropriate manners,
surveys the extent of damage to the

vessel’s hull and/or machinery,
ascertains the actual cause of

damage if possible, determines the
reasonable repair specifications if

requested, estimates the reasonable
costs of repair, and finally issues a

survey report as early as practicable.

DAMAGE SURVEY



We conduct draft surveys on a variety
of different ship types and cargoes.
We use internationally recognized

methods and modern equipment for
measuring the necessary variables

for an accurate outcome. We have a
highly professional and specifically

trained group of surveyors dedicated
for handling of draft surveys.

DRAFT SURVEY

CONTAINER INSPECTION

GMSA container inspection services
have been specifically developed for

those clients that not only require
reassurance during the container

loading and unloading process, but
also confirmation that safety and
quality requirements are met and

that correct goods handling
procedures are put in place and

adhered to.
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